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The method of manual directory submission is probably one of the best ways to get targeted
audiences toward your website. Every built website seeks viewers, but getting these viewers is no
easy job. With the millions of websites floating out there, and many more coming in everyday, it
becomes a magnanimous task to get noticed, let alone revisited. In order to get the audience, the
directory submission service comes in the picture.

What Is The Directory Submission Service?

A web directory, as opposed to a search engine, displays a list of categorized websites. It does not
display a list based on keywords as is commonly perceived. In order to get your website listed on
these lists, you need to submit your website details to these web directories.

If you are a newcomer to this field or are a very busy person, you might not be aware of the nitty-
gritty of these submissions. This is where the service is helpful. A team of professionals chalk out a
plan for your website, shortlist the web directories suitable for your purpose, and carry out the
submission process.

A directory submission service can offer both manual and automated directory submission services.
Going by the pros and cons of each, it is the manual process that is preferred over the automated
one.

Selecting a Manual Directory Submission Service

Websites are entering the net world at a very fast rate, with all of them desiring maximum visibility.
This requirement places the directory submission service in a very important position. With the
numerous players in the market, it becomes a little difficult to select an effective manual service.
But, seeking answers to a couple of questions will clarify the position of each service provider,
making your selection easier. These questions are as follows.

* Does the service provider ensure a slow and steady submission to directories? Many search
engines are against too many backlinks at one time. To meet this situation, an effective service
provider will ensure submission of small amounts at regular intervals.

* Is it required to make multiple submissions to directories? A good and helpful service provider will
avoid repetitive submissions to directories. Once a link has been submitted, it is a permanent
member of the list as long as the directory exists.

* Does your directory submission service guarantee a number of successful listing? Many service
providers guarantee this and it is worthwhile to check out if the one you are selecting guarantees a
successful listing and not only acceptance.

* Can you make submissions of subpages? Most service providers have not filtered out directories
that accept subpages, but that does not mean that it cannot be done. It is very much possible and if
required it can be done. It is true that the acceptance rate may be lower compared to a normal
submission, but if it serves your purpose, it is worthwhile.

When you are assured from all fronts and have selected your manual directory submission service,
you can be certain of getting the desired results for your efforts.
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